Indeed. existence of L C C(V) in (1.2) follows from the Riesz representation theorem, and (1.1a) easily implies that L is one-to-one with closed range. Next. fromn closedness of rge L and the relation rge L = (ker L ) ', and since condition (1.11)) implies ker L"
{0},O)
we infer that L is onto V. i.e. L E GL(V') by Banach's theorem. Next. if y represents ( via the Riesz representation theorem, that is, C)(0 = (q. r). Ve E V. . = L-'y is the unique solution of (1,3).
* S
•4 -0,, , We shall denote by I the set of pairs (K. L) with K # L such that meas (rl fn I-L) > 0.
Here, "mess" refers to the rK -, or equivalent ly rL-Lebesque measure. Also, we set Let Pr be the disjoint union
(hence, in 'z, rKL and rLh are different although they coincide as subsets of R").
We introduce the space 
We shall also consider the spaces
with norm induced by the norm of H' (!b,-) , and their product
equipped with the product norm, denoted by 1" i-h.'.
Elements V of H,'(P) can be viewed as N-tuplcs (I'V, ) with 1%, E 1 ',. or as functions in S? (defined ahlost everywhere) such that "A, = C'K E V','. Both points of view will be used later, and once again no confusion should arise from this.
A restriction map (trace) is defined:
which is evidently continuous for the norm of the spaces involved.
There is a canonical embedding not(•'-. H,(P)
defined by t - (t'v) 
Let A = (a,,) E (L°(f))"'' and let Ho.A(f?) be the subspace 
Thus, adding up these relations, we find
where C > 0 is a constant depending only upon A. Hence,
where I1".r denote the norm in ( with AK E I". but unlike elements of A_, they cannot be identified with collections ( A,"L)
for (, L) E I (since elements of V'/ are not functions, they cannot be restricted to subsets). In addition to the coefficients A = (,,,) E (L- (9))" '" of the previons section. we also
We 
Hi' E
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Observe that u solves the PDE
We assume that each bilinear form ah, satisfies the conditions (1.la/h), so that given
The following theorem shows that the error t, -fi is characterized by a property of 6(A)
holding for one and only one A E A-.
Theorem 3.1: The following conditions are equivalent:
Proof: For (i) * (ii). see Proposition 1.1. Before proving that (i) 1* (iii) € (ix'). let us 
S
where uh1/O9VA E Vk vanishes in Hl(QOR ) (the validity of Green's formula above is due
5
to u E H'.A(S 1 )). By substit,,tion into (3.2). we get But u -ii E H'(fQ) and 0A) E H'(Q) from (i), so that the above equality reads
As a result. and let U1 E C( Vi . V'h be defined hy i 
Proof. If u E H'(Q) for s
it is obvious that (OUK/&VA) E A_, and this relation remains valid for u E HI(Q)(s > 3/2) by denseness of note that together with this result, (3.3) implies that oh(A•) tends weakly to (u -t))ln '5,tt,' t,' 1 5 I , where (.,.) denotes the inner product of H'(fib'), we have Oh(A') -(u -
C-(Q) into H'(fl). continuity of the mapping T' E H'(Q) -
(OtKi/OVA) E L'( r) aZnl closedness of A.
in L'(IF). Existence of minimizing sequences (A)) with A' E A,-and (A)) bounded in A-follows at once from this result (choose e.g. A' = (ou%/49'A). Vj).
Next, let (AM) be any minimizing sequence of J such that A) E A-and (A) is bounded in
I in UV, if L., E GL(Vi, ) is defined by aA (et.u'k) = (Lw ,, u't, ),
=LK9'
where g)K E VA is defined by
That g. -0 in Vh follows from A. -OuA/149VA 0 ill I". and hence ,h') (u-ii)tn by continuity of LK.
The theorem now follows front compactness of the embedding
The practical aspects of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 is captured by the following corollary. In practical applications, the hypothesis that some ball B containing (O8u"/Oz'A) is known is not a severe limitation since some useful information can he derived from the approximate solution t. See Section 4.
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4. Practical Aspects.
In practice, the appoximate solution ti will be a finite element approximation ti' E V'h where V' is a finite element subspace of Ho'(f?) and the partition $" corresponds to the partition of 0 into elements. It is certainly not restrictive to assume that u" is a "reasonable" approximation of u, as opposed to a completely random element of iV, and hence that despite the fact that 1ij -u11 1 .n may not be small, or small enough, still the derivative (84./8aVA) gives some idea of where in A,-(or A-if it E H'(Q), 8 > 3/2)(Nu./OVA) is. One problem is that, in general, (03uz./OvA) ý A-, but this is easily remedied by replacing (8s /IOVA) by say, (S'-) 
Other weighted averages, as suggested in I c ran also be used. whereas OR-(Ah ) represents an approximation of (u -uh')j,,, and hence polynomials with degree at least j + 1 should be used to approximate Oh-(AR') for consistency (assuming A = (a,) essentially constant on each element). The above considerations alsto show that j + 1 should be at least equal to the degree of the polynomials used for the calculation of u', which conies as no surprise. 0 5. Nonlinear problems.
Let a( ... ),aKl-, -) be the same bilinear forms as in Section 3, and let F : Q x R --R be a mapping such that F(., .) is of class C' for almost all x E fQ and F(-, y) is measurable for every y E R. We also assume that there are constants ;>? 0, -Y > 0 such that
for almost all x E I and every y E R. wherre p > 2 is a real number satisfving p < ,2" if n > 2. This implies that the mapping
defined by F(u) (x= F(.r, ui(x) ) is of class (" with derivative 5 F(zr.z(xlh(x) . 
